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During the 1970s and 1980s, l was always guardedly optimistic about the 
chances for peace and democracy in South Africa. This cautiow 
optimism was based on my conviction that a consociational or power
sharing system - l shall use these cwo tenru interchangeably - offered an 
excellent and quite feasible democratic solution to divided societies in 
general and to South Africa in particular. 1 I had discovered power
sharing in the comparative research that I did on my native country of 
the Netherlands and other European tciuntrics, in the late 1960s. I w:i..s, 
of course, not the only or even the fuse scholar to analyse power-sharing 
and to recommend its use in divided societies. The credit for the first 
scholarly analysis belongs to the Nobel Prize-winning economist Sir 
Arthur Lewis, a native of St Lucia and of African descent, who advocated 
power-sharing for the ethnically divided countries of West Africa in his 
famous Whidden Lecnues in 1965. 2 But I was the first to apply the 
concept specifically to South Africa and to introduce it to South African 
audiences in the numerous lectures and seminars I g;ive and the many 
conversations I had during my first visit to South Africa in 1971 (a six
week visit under the auspices of the Netherlands-South Africa cultural 
exchange treaty). 

Pefhaps it would be more accurate to say that l was an 'optimistic 
pessimist'. I often told my friends and colleagues that anyone familiar 
with South Africa's huge differences, divisions, inequalities, and 

* This chapter is the product of • larger collaboncive research project (with Bernard 
Grannan of the Univcniry of~ornia, Irvine, and Andrew Reynolds of the University 
of~ornia, San Diego) on Electoral Laws. Electoral Lisa, and Cunpaigning in the Fim 

Non-ncial South African Elections, ruppaned by the National Science Foundation of the 
United Sures. Awml No. SBR-9321864. 
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animosities could only be a pessurust. Bue among these pessimistic 
observers of South African politics, I always belonged to the least 
pcmmistic or most optimistic - not bccawe I thought that a democratic 
solution along consociational lines was probable, but because I regarded 
it as not at all impossible and, in fact, as having great potential. After the 
release of Nelson Mandela and other leaders from prison and the 
unbanning of the African National Congress and other organisations in 
1990, I shifted from optimistic pessimism to full-scale optimism. This 
optimism, I believe, has been validated by the adopti_on of the. ince~ 
constitution and by the first universal-suffrage eleccon held m April 
1994. 

The next question, of course, is: Will South Africa's first democra~c 
system work? I remain an optimist. While there is no guarant~c f~r Its 
success there arc four reasons why I think that the outlook IS highly 
promising. The first reason is that the newly founded democracy is 
clearly a consocia':ional dcmocncy. Second, it is not only a power
sharing system but close to the. optimal power-sharing system that could 
have been devised. Third, the background conditions for its satisfactory 
opcntion have become consider.ably more 6.vourablc than they were in 
the 1980s. Fourth, the outcome of the April 1994 elections augurs very 
well for South Africa's democratic future. Let me elaborate on each of 
these points in the remainder of this chapter. 

South Africa's Power-sharing Demoaacy 
In my previous writing, I have repeatedly emphasised that .conso~ti~nal 
democracy is the type of democracy that is much better suited to divt~ed 
societies than majority-rule democracy - and the only workable type of 
democracy in very deeply divided countries - and that it can be defined 
in terms of four basic principles: (1) government by 'grand coalition', that 
is, by a broadly reP.resentacivc coalition of all signific_ant_groups; (~) group 
autonomy by means of territorial and/or non-temtonal federalism and 
decenmlisation; (3) proportionality, especially with regard to political 
representation;· ~d (4) minority veto power concerning issues of vital 
and fundamcncal importancc.3 The new constitution cmbodic:s .ill of 
these basic principles. . • . , . 

First of all, Article 88 provides for a 'government of nacona.l ~ty in 

which all parties with a minimum of 5 per cent of the scats in the 
National Assembly may participate - a clear instance of government by 
grand coalition. Second, group autonomy in the vital realm of education 
is guaranteed by Article 32, which states that :evcf)'. pc~o~ shall have the 
right ... to establish, where practicable, cducat1onal tnstltucons based on a 
common culture, language or religion, provided that there shall be no 
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discrimination on the ground of race.• 

Third, proportionality is the leading principle for election and 
rc~resentation. Election by proportional representation (PR) is pre
scnbcd for both the National Assembly (Article 40) and the provincial 
legislatures (Article 127), and proportionality also guides the indirect 
scl~ccion of S~nators by the parties represented in the provincial 
lcgi.slatures (Article 48) and the composition of the 'government of 
national unity' (Article 88). Fourth, the minority veto appc.rs in the 
form. of_ the two-thirds majority requirement for amending . the 
consctut1on and for adopting a new constitutional text by ·· the 
Constitutional Assembly, composed of the members of the National 
Assembly and the Senate (Arricle 73). Moreover, a number of 
fundamental principles, like proportional representation and 'collective 
righ~ _of se~-det~rmin~tion_ in ~o~g. joining and maintaining organs 
of civil sooety, mcluding linguistic, cultural and religious associations', 
cannot be infringed even by two-thirds majorities (Article 71 and 
Schedule 4). 

Of course, the: constitution with which South Africa embarks on its 
first experience with ~emocracy in 1994 is only an interim constitution, 
and the 'government of national unity' is prescribed for only the first five 
years. However, the power-sharing provisions in the interim constitution 
:u-c reinf~rced by strong infonnal agreenfehts and understandings. For 
UUtance, In his meetings wtth the press at the end of April 1994, Mandela 
stated: 'Even if we may emerge with a landslide victory, we have to be 
very careful and not create the fear that the majority is going to be used 
for the purpose of coercing minorities to accept the policy of a particular 
parry which has emerged victorious.• And he indicated that ethnic 
minority schools would not only be permitted, as guaranteed by the 
constitution, but - even more important - would also continue to be 
subsidised by the government. 4 The general expectation is that the final 
constitution will bear a strong resemblance to the interim constitution. 
And, if the 'government of national unity' turns out well during the first 
five years, it may well be continued on an informal basis even if it is not 
constin,irionally required. 

Thc_pne weakness of the interim constitution is that it is not a federal 
constitution. To be sure, there are some federal features, such as the 
equal representation in the Senate of all nine provinces (ten Scnaton 
each) in spite of the unequal populations of the provinces - a feature 
normally found only in clearly and strongly federal constitutions like 
those of the United States, Australia and Switzerland. Furthermore, the 
interim constitution contains several provisions that are much more 
typical offederal than of non-federal constitutions: a bicameral legislature 
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with a reasonably sttong second chamber, judicial review by a spcci:u 
constitutional court, and the requirement of extraordinary m2joritics for 
constitutional amendment. But, in addition to the fact that the form.a.I 
labd of 'fedenlism' is lacking - a matter of considcnble symbolic 

. importance - the constitution docs not provide for a great deal of 
deceott2lisation. Mangosuthu Buthelczi has complained that the powers 
of the new provincial governments will not even nutch the limited 
power of his old KwaZulu homeland government. There is still a good 
chance, however, that the constitution will be amended in the direction 
of at least a semi-federal system. 

That South Africa's democratic constitution is fundamentally · a 
consociational document also becomes clear when we compare it with 
the major altemativcs: the W cstminster model of majoritarian democracy 
and Donald L Horowitz's advice to the South African constitutional 
engineers in his 1991 book A Donoaatic South Africa? For instance the 
South Afi:ican constitution specifics rules and institutions that conttast 
sharply and fundamentally with those of British democncy: one-party 
majority .cabinets, winner-take-all elections (according to the fust-past
the-post or plunlity method), a two-party system, and a flexible 
(unwritten) constitution amendable by simple majority rule and 
unprotected by judicial review. 

Sim.ilady, the constitution does not contain either of Horowitz's 
principal recommendations: holding elections according to a specw 
majoritman method (the so-called alternative vote) and instituting a 
popularly elected and very powerful prcsident.5 Soon after Horowitz's 
book was published, I wrote an extensive critique of it in the South 
Afi:ican political science journal Politikon. 6 My objective was partly the 
tnditional academic one of engaging in a scholarly debate, but it was also 
to some extent political: I hoped, directly or indirectly, to reach some of 
the South African constitutional engineen, and to convince them that 
Horowitz's proposals were deeply flawed and dangerous and not a 
serious alternative to power-sharing. Although I do not regret making 
this effort, it tumed out not to have been necessary. 

...... 

An Optimal P;wtr-sh4ring System 
Power-sharing is compatible with a wide variety of institutional 
altcmativcs. It is defined in terms of a set of general principles, rather 
than specific rules and institutions. This docs not mean, however, that all 
institutional altenutives arc equally effective and desirable power-sharing 
devices. In panicular, although a consociational system can be made to 
work in a presidential system, as in Colombia from 1958 to 1974, a 
parliamentary system is vastly prcfenble: cabinets in parliamentary 
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systems are collegial decision-making bodies in which grand coalitions 
can flourish, in contrast with cabinets in presidential systems which 
typically consist of mere advisers to a pre-eminent president. Similarly, 
although power-sharing can coexist with a winner-take-all dectoral 
system, as in Malaysia since 1955 where the partners in the grand 
coalition have manipulated the nominations in the single-member 
districts in such a way as to achieve nearly proportional resula, the more 
straightforward and more accurate - and hence vastly preferable -
method to obtain proportionility is to we the electoral system of 
proportional representation (PR). 

Thirdly, a consociational constitution or pact may explicitly name the 
population groups that will act as the principal pannen in power-sharing, 
such as the Dutch-speakers and French-speakers according to the Belgian 
constitution, and the Maronitc, Sunni, Shiite and other sects in the 
Lebanese National Pact. But, instead of this kind of predetemllIUtion, 
the better method is to allow the groups to define themselves by such 
means as PR elections that allow ample scope for any self-selected 
minority group to gain political representation, and the right of cultural., 
linguistic and religious groups to establish and run autonomow but 
publicly subsidised schools. Self-determination works much better than 
predetennination because it is a neutnl and flexible method; moreover, 
it avoids the frequently controversial question of how the divisions and 
groups in a divided society should be defined ~d identified. · , 

On the basis of the above arguments, my 1985 Po=-sharing in South 
Africa recommended a number of 'optimal consociational guidelines for 
South Africa', the first three of which I should like to quote: '1. The 
segments should be allowed to emerge spontaneowly by means of PR 
elections ... instead of being predetermined ... 2. Proportional 
representation should be used for legislative elections at all levels -
federal, state, and local. 3. The executives at all levels should be 
proportionally constituted ... collegial bodies.'7 stipulates that the 
President Clearly, the framers of the South African constitution have 
made the optimal choices in all three respects: a power-sharing cabinet in 
a parli~entary system, proportional representation, and self-determined 

- groups, 
As far as parliamentarism and PR arc concerned, I need to add some 

further comments. Because the constitution stipulates that the president 
is both head of state (Article 76) and head of the government (Article 
88), the system appears, at first blush, to be a presidential instead of a 
parliamentary one. However, the president is neither popularly elected 
nor elected for a fixed term, as presidents in presidential systems are. 
Instead, Article 77 prescribes election by the legislarure, and Article 93 

..._ ... -~ 
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gives the legislature the power to force the president to resign by 
adopting a vote of no confidence. This means that the president is an 
office-holder similar to a British prime minuter or a German chancellor 
in a parliamentary system. But it was an cxttemcly clever and creative 
invention by the mmen of the constitution to call the chief executive a 
'president', since this tide carries much greater prestige than that of a 

mere prime minister or chancellor - and still design a clearly 
parliamentary system. 

The interim constitution also proves a point about the differences 
between presidential and parliamentary systems that I have argued for 
quite some time. It is often stated that a major difference between the 
two types of systems is that presidential systems have a single chief 
executive who is both head of state and head of government, whereas 
parliamentary systems have a dual executive; that is, a separate head of 
State and head of government. My argument has been that this may be m 
empirical diifercncc that we find between the two types in contemporary 
democracies, but that the du.al executive is by no means 'an essential 
ingredient of parliamentarism', and that 'it should be possible for a prime 
minister to be the head of both the government and the state in 
parliamentary systems.'8 I am pleased that ·South Africa's constitutional 
cnginecn have proved me right on this small theoretical point! 
· PR is the best electoral method for power-sharing democracies, but 
since there :ire many forms of PR. we must also ask: Which of the PR 
methods is the optimal form for South Africa? ( addressed this question in 
a paper originally presented at a 1985 conference in Pretoria and later 
published in Robert Schrirc 's Critical Choias for South Africa (1990). My 
bottom line was to recommend 'list PR in large distticcs' on the grounds 
that list PR is less complex than the main alternative (the single 
tr.msferablc vote or STV, in which voten have to rank-order individual 
candidates); that STV can only be applied in small distticts; and that large 
districts arc necessary in order to maximise proportionality.

9 
The two

tier PR system that was used for the April 1994 election is completely in 
accord with this advice: a list PR system in which all 400 scats in the 
National ~bly are proportionally allocated to the p:lltf lists on a 
nation-wide basis - that is, in the largest possible disttict. • 
.. Credit for making these optimal consociational decisions belongs first 

and foremost to the wisdom and good sense of the constitutional 
ncgotiaton. At the same time, it must also have helped that South 
.Africans have paid a great deal of attention to other divided countries and 
the efforts that these countries have made to manage their divisions and 
confiiccs. In fact, the establishment of South Africa's consociational 
democracy is unique in this respect. When other prominent cases of 

., 
J 
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agreements to institute power-sharing are examined (such as those in the 
Netherl.nds in 1917, Lebanon and Switzerland in 1943, Austria in 1945, 
Malaysia in 1955, Colombia in 1958, Cyprus in 1960, Belgium in 1970, 
and Czechoslovakia in 1989), the striking conclusion is that all of them 
were arrived at completely independently of each other. None of these 
power-sharing agreements were inspired by the example of an earlier 
agreement of this kind; each time, power-sharing had to be re-invented. 
For instance, in 1958 the Colombian peacemakers were totally ignormt 
of, and hence did not learn any lessons from, the so-called Peaceful 
Settlement in the Netherlands in 1917 or the 1943 Lebanese National 
Pact. 

In South Africa, on the other hand, the idea of consociational 
democracy already began to be discussed as a promising modd for 
democratic reform as early as 1971.10 Ten years later, in 1981, political. 
scientist Denis Worrall sttessed the pervasive influence of consociational 
thinking on South African democratic reformers: 'Consoci.ational 
democratic theory rules the theoretical roost in political science in this 
countty, fandJ its domination of constitutional theory is almost as 
complete.'11 ln its First Repon, issued in 1982, the National Party
dominated Constitutional Committee of the President's Council under 
Worrall's chairmanship stated that it 'followed Lijphan's reasoning 
closely'.12 Unfortunately, the Comn1ittee and the National Party then 
proceeded to distort the idea of power-sharing into an excuse ·for 
perpetuating white minority rule: the new 1983 constitution established 
nothing but, in the words of the German consociational sociologist 
Theodor Hanf, a 'sham consociation'.13 c,· ·· · 

In roughly the same period, however, two genuine power-sharing 
plans were launched by major political groupings: the 1978 constitu
tional proposals of the Progressive Federal Party (the predecessor of the 
Democratic Party), and the final report, issued in 1982, of the Buthclezi 
Commission of which 1 was one of the two non-South .African 
members. These proposals were not just thoroughly but also optimally 
consociational: both contained the key clements of power-sharing 
cabmets, proportional representation, and self-determination of groups. 
Th=efore, without taking away any of the credit due to Nelson Mandela 
and F.W. de Klerk, they were only '.Johnny-come-lately' consociation
a.lisa, and it would not have been inappropriate if their Nobd Peace 
Prize had been shared with '.Johnny-come-earlies' like Buthelezi and 
Progressive Federal Party leader F. van Zyl Slabbert. 

The New Spirit of Reconciliation and Accommodation 
In my comparative research on consociational democracy, I have ttied to 
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assess the probability of the esc:.blishmenc of power-sharing in divided 
societies and, once established, the likelihood of its success. My 
conclusion W2S that nine conditions conducive to the institution and 
sarisf.lctory operation of consociational democracies can be idenrified. 
The two most important of these arc the absence of a solid majority 
group - since majorities tend to prefer majority rule to power-sharing -
and the absence of large socio-economic differences among the groups. 
Other favour2ble conditions include overarching loyalties that counter
balance the divisions of a divided society, a relatively small overall 
population size, and pre-existing traditions of compromise and ac

commodation. 
· In my 1985 book Power-sharing in South Afaca, I showed that, contrary 

to the conventional, deeply pessimistic wisdom concerning South 
Africa's future, these background conditions were, on balance, not at all 
un£i.vour2ble in South Africa's case. As far as the two most important 
conditions are concerned, for insunce, I argued that the huge socio
economic inequalities constituted a dearly unfavourable factor, but that 
it was wrong to interpre~ South Africa's diverse society exclusively in 
ncial terms and that. when cultural, linguistic and regional differences 
were t:lken into consideration, the spectre of a solid majority bent on 
wuestrained majority rule disappeared. When the pluses and minuses of 
all , nine condition were added up, I showed that South Africa was 
approximately in the middle of the continuum between highly 
favour2ble and highly unfavourable background conditions - roughly 
in the same situation as Belgium, Lebanon and Malaria, less favourable 
than Switzerland, but more favourable than Cyprus. 

4 

· Furthcnnore, my cautious optimism was based on my conviction that 
the nine background conditions should be regarded as favourable 
conditions instead of necessary conditions. This means that power
sharing is possible even in countries with highly unfavourable conditions, 
and that highly f.avowable conditions do not guarantee either its 
institution or the success. The establishment of power-sharing is 
generally the result of what I have called a 'self-negating prediction'; a 
prediction of an undesirable event that motivates the predictor to make 
an effort to~prevent th.is event fi:om occurring. In divided societies, 
political leaders may have the wisdom not only to forsce, but also to 
forestall, the 'undesirable events' of violent conflict and democratic 
failure by turning to ·power-sharing. . 

The explanation of power-sharing in terms of the self-ncganng 
prediction has given rise to a great deal of scholarly controversy. In 
particular, my former University of Leiden colleague Hans Daalder has 
claimed that the 1917 Peaceful Settlement in the Netherlands was the 
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result of long-standing traditions of political accommodation instead of a 

deliberate, rational decision based on a self-negating prediction.15 My 
own theoretical bottom line is that both factors are important. As st.ted 
above, a pre-existing tradition of accommodation has become one of my 
nine favourable conditions. But I continue to think that crucial decisions 
on power-sharing are inspired to a large extent by the judgement that 
the alternatives to power-sharing are simply too horrible to contemplate. 

It seems to me that both factors are important in interpreting recent 
events in South Africa. In my numerous conversations with National 
Party politicians between 1971 and 1990, I always emphasised that the 
party was making a big mistake if it thought that the choice was between 
a broad sharing of power and maintaining exclusive power for the white, 
especially Afrikaner and National Party, minority; their only real choice, 
I argued, was between sharing power and losing power. The acceptance, 
long overdue, of th.is argument can explain much of De Kletk's 1989 
'conversion' fi:om apartheid and white minority rule to multi-racial 
universal suffi:ige and power-sharing. 

Since 1990, the weak traditions of accommodation in South Africa 
have been strengthened immeasurably and very rapidly. In my Pou,,:r
sharing in South Africa, I showed that such traditions were already present 
to some extent before 1990, mainly in the form of traditional patterns of 
consensual decision-making in the African community and the growing 
sentiment in favour of power-sharing in'"variow quarters, but that these 
encouraging elements were counterbalanced by a long history of white 
domination and black exclusion and by the continuing influence of the 
British majoriurian model. However, in the remarkably short period of 
four years since 1990, a new spirit and tradition of accommodation have 
become finnly established. 

The African National Congress has responded to De Klerk's 'self
negating prediction' in an admirably moderate and accommodating 
fashion. In particular, it readily consented to elections by proportional 
representation even though, as the putative majority party, it stood to 
gain a lot of additional seats in first-past-the-post elections. And it agreed 
to PR without even using this agreement as a bargaining chip to obtain 
concessions on other matters. The ANC's high-minded stance on PR 
runs ·t:ompletely counter to the conventional wisdom that political 
parties act on the basis of their narrow partisan self-interests - putting 
political scientists who operate on th.is assumption to shame! Nelson 
Mandela's basic approach to governing, as laid out at press conferences in 
lace April 1994, is characterised by New York Trme.s reporter Bill Keller as 
'a vision of his Government as a grand negotiating forum in which every 
party will have a voice, past crimes will be forgiven and the power of the 
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majority will rarely be used.' And Mandela sounded like a true 
consociacion:ilist when he said that 'we believe tlut by recognising 
divemty we will actually be uniting the people of South .Africa.' 16 

Happy Election Results 
Finally, I see the outcome of the April 1994 elections as a favour.ble 
factor for the next five yean and beyond. The ANC won the solid 
victory that, as the main agent of South Afiia's liberation, it clearly 
deseived. It w_ould have been highly ironic and unsettling if the ANC 
had fallen short of a parliamentary majority and, even more, if an anci
ANC alliance had been able to defeat the ANC. It is fortunate that such a 
'shock in the making', suggested as a possible election outcome by 
Andrew Reynolds and Bernard Grofinan about a year ago, did not take 
place. At the same time, the fact that the ANC won a solid majority but 
not a two-thirds majority was a positive development. Even though 
then: is no reason to believe that the ANC would have wed this 
majority, required for writing the pcmunent constitution, in order to 
impose its will on the minority parties, fa.cing one party with unlimited 
constituent authority would have been at least somewhat unnerving to 
these other parries. 

It is also fortunate that the highly proportional PR system without any 
fonnal threshold - which meant that a party with as little as one-fourth 
of one per cent of the total national vote could win a seat in the National 
Assembly - did not lead to a high degree of party fragmentation. Two 
other parties, the National Party and the Ink.atha Freedom Party, 
emerged as sttong counterweights to, and power-sharing partners of, the 
ANC. That. in addition, the NP and IFP emerged as victors in two of 
the nine provinces - the Western Cape and KwaZulu-Natal - further 
enhances the prospects of a stable power-sharing equilibrium. And this 
result y.,as achieved in an optimally democratic and legitimate way: the 
electoral system gave the amplest possible chances for small parties to gain 
representation and did not artificially exclude anyone. My only feeling of 
sadness is that the voters did not see fit to reward the Democratic Party 

. for its and its predecessor's sttong and long-standing efforts, since 1978, 
to introduce. .power-sharing. 

As I stateil"in the beginning of this chapter, it was difficult to be an 
optimist about South Africa before 1990 because of the country's huge 
differences, divisions, inequalities, and animosities. Now, in 1994, most 
of the animosities have been replaced by the new spirit of reconciliation, 
but most of the differences, divisions and inequalities remain. While 
then: can be no guarantee that the new power-sharing government will 
succeed, the new consociational institutions arc just about the best that 
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could have been designed. If they do not succeed, it is unlikely that any 
other structures could have worked either. 
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